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A rare fusion of photographic and video images, the film shows a graceful, humorous, talented and dignified young man who
has become one of the world's most revered cricketers. The photographer is Ananth Krishnan. Kaadhappathu Kalanum To the
Films Division of Tamil Nadu Government on the occasion of the 11th National Film Awards. Kaadhappathu Kalanum
(Siblings, Forgotten generations) is a short documentary highlighting the plight of those who are forced to migrate for work or
for other reasons. The documentary is about the lives of two sisters- in their sixties and in their sixties. They are unable to find
work. They have no work. The film is shot with the camera they have in their hands. It is an attempt to highlight the different
ways of coping with crisis situations. It is about the emotional effects of chronic poverty, about the quiet desperation which is a
result of such situations. It is also an attempt to show the possible changes which such families might make when they are
offered alternatives like housing and family planning. Kadaiyal Kadha Manasu Kadhaiyal Kadha Manasu (meaning Steal first
eat later) is a collaborative project by the street photography collective.ODOYO that has traveled all over the world. The project
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takes the style of the movies made in India of the 1950s and 60s and blends it with current techniques. The name Kadhaiyal
Kadha Manasu was taken from a Kannada song and was selected after a process of voting. The story was inspired by the street
life of Bangalore. The images in the project were shot in Bangalore, Chennai and Mumbai. The film was premiered at the 11th
National Film Awards and had the honour of being screened at the National Gallery of Modern Art in New Delhi. Kandalo,
Kansas This film was made for my tenth birthday. It has been shot in 32 different locations in a state in the middle of the
country in the middle of the year. It was made as part of the IES (Indian Education and State) project, an interactive project that
has been made over the past four years. The Indian Education and State (IES) is a project that has been organised by five or six
artists of varying disciplines and from five different states of India. The State this time is Kansas in the USA. It is the mid point
of the USA. f3e1b3768c
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